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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

  September had the lowest sales volume of this year. It broke the series of monthly data 2012 over the past 3 year average. 
The number of not many more than 6,500 transactions is not only 17% less than the same month of last year, but it is 12% lower 
than the very weak last year’s average. However, to sum up this year, it is over the same period of last year. That time the market 
was slightly over 62 thousand, which is 16% lower than the first nine months of this year. After the bottom of August the sales 
intensity came back to the elevated level of this year. So it was 79 percentage-points, which was 7% over the last year average.

  After the 1-1 percentage-point shift of the first two quarters the price increase of this year stopped. The 3rd quarter 
of 2012 is on 84 percentage-points in nominal term, in real terms, however, the value dropped 1 point as a result of the Customer 
Price Index, now it is 67 %-points, the lowest value ever. The nationwide panel flat price index decreased to the historic lowest 
point of the end of last year, 79 points. The brick flat price index, however, steadily keeps its position around 87 points. The panel 
flats are already in the valley of 64 %-points in real terms, the brick flat index, however, tries to keep itself near to 70%-points in 
this competition. 

  Compared the average prices of panel flats bought in the third quarter we can see important regional differences. 
While in South-Transdanubia the average m2 price of a panel flat is 100 thousand HUF, in the Western part of the country the 
average price was 138 thousand HUF. Of course, Central Hungary, and within that Budapest is outstanding with a price of 159 
thousand HUF/m2. In the Northern-Buda districts of Budapest the average prices reached 237 thousand HUF. From the point of 
view of panel flats the cheapest region is South-Pest. The average price was 157 thousand HUF/m2 in this region. In case of brick 
flats the nationwide lowest point can be found in Northern Hungary, where this kind of real estate is sold on average price of 119 
thousand HUF/m2 in the third quarter. Except Central Hungary (with its average of 240 thousand HUF) the other regions of the 
country have a relatively homogeneous picture, the average square meter prices were around 170,000 HUF during this period. In 
Budapest, same as the panel flats also the brick flats in the Northern-Buda region had the highest value. Here the price/m2 was 320 
thousand HUF. The counter pole is the Southern Pest side, where the average was 216 thousand HUF, which is still highest then in 
any other region in the country.

  Although in case of panel flats the small, less than 10% price change between the price originally marked and the one finally 
realized is usual, in the third quarter of this year it exceeded this level in more regions (in the Northern Great Plan /Alföld/ and 
Central Transdanubia it was 13% for example). Always the sellers of country houses have to suffer the biggest full price change. In 
the third quarter the sellers of this category in Northern Hungary had to make the most compromises, after 13% price 
decrease the buyers bargained 10 more percentage.

  In Budapest the rate of buyers moving into a bigger flat continued to grow. One month ago they took the lead of the 
group with 42%, now they came first with 54%. Not only their rates increased, but also the average sales price, which was 12.7 
million HUF in September, and it was 11,4 in August. The number of sellers moving into a bigger flat increased also in the country. 
They sold their flats over 9 million HUF on average. In this category increased also the rate of sellers moving into smaller flat from 
12 to 19%, they sold their flats 18 million HUF on average in August, while over 20 million HUF on average in September.

  In Buda the rate of buyers of 25-30 million HUF in the third quarter doubled, compared to the first half of this year. It 
is true that they still make only 8% of the total transactions. In Pest, compared the same periods of time we can see that the sales 
of flats under 60 m2 decreased, and the sales of flats between 60 and 80 m2 increased from 17 to 21%, and the sales of 80-100 m2 
flats also increased a little bit. In the country there was a regrouping in two categories of square meter prices (while the category 
of 100-150 thousand HUF/m2 is the most stable with 43%), in fact the price decreasing of the second strongest price category 
in the first half of this year which is 150-200 thousand HUF, presented in the cheapest category of 50-100 thousand HUF. In Pest 
County the 10-15 million HUF category which gave one third of the transactions in the first half of the year dropped to half, so in 
every other price category we could see a price increasing.

Further information:

Rutai Gábor
PR and analysis leader
E-mail: rutai.gabor@dh.hu
Mobil: +36 30 811 0690
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TRANSACTION NUMBER AND DEMAND INDEX

DH -TB (Duna House Transaction number Bargain) 

September had the lowest sales value of this year. It broke the series of monthly data 2012 over the past 3 year average. The number 
of not many more than 6,500 transactions is not only 17% less than the same month of last year, but it is 12% lower than the very 
weak last year’s average. However, to sum up this year, it is over the same period of last year. That time the market was slightly over 
62 thousand, which is 16% lower than the first nine months of this year. 

DH-TB method

The most important indicator number of real estate market conditions is the annual transaction number of buying and selling. The 
official data is provided by KSH. (We marked these with blue.) The DH-TE is an estimate that shows an approximate mid-year data. 
It is based on the official data provided by KSH and the rate of transaction numbers conducted by Duna House. The estimate starts 
from this direction and is based on the monthly transaction numbers of Duna House, and it also contains professional corrections, 
that can have an effect on its actual market share. These can be as follows: the effect of the exchange rate of Swiss franc to the real 
estate market, the rate of priority mandates, loan disbursement data by MNB and the performance of Duna House Hitel Centrum 
(loan centre), the ratio of purchases made by loan/cash, sample checks made by the Land Registry Office, etc.

DH - Demand Index

After the bottom of August the sales intensity came back to the elevated level of this year. So it was 79 percentage-points, 
which was 7% over the last year average.

About Demand Index

We base the index on the activity of our new customers registered by our approximately 1200 realtors nationwide. Correction 
factors are the number of the active realtors and the workdays of the given month. The Demand Index is a useful indicator for what 
the reaction of the buyers’ side to political decisions or options offered by the financial sector is. As there is mainly an offer-rich market, 
so this is a valuable index for sellers as well. The Demand Index is a quantitative index; it does not have an immediate connection with 
transaction numbers. This latter one is a matter of quality that greatly depends on the mood of the market and bank products as well.

DUNA HOUSE  
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FLAT INDEX  
After the 1-1 percentage-point shift of the first two quarters the price increase of this year stopped. The 3rd quarter 2012 is on 84 
percentage-points in nominal term, in real terms, however, the value dropped 1 point as a result of the Customer Price Index, now 
it is 67 %-points, the lowest value ever. Although the panel flat price index decreased in all categories, the brick flat index, which 
had a bigger rate in weighting of indexes and had a positive movement in the third quarter, was a counter pole in the combined 
index development. 

Nationwide Flat Index

The nationwide panel flat price index decreased to the historic lowest point of the end of last year, 79 points. The brick flat price 
index, however, steadily keeps its position around 87 points. The panel flats are already in the valley of 64 %-points in real terms, 
the brick flat index, however, tries to keep itself near to 70%-points in this competition.

DH - NATIONWIDE PANEL INDEX                DH- NATIONWIDE BRICK INDEX

About our Flat index:

We use a method to calculate our Flat Price Index that tries to fully eliminate all differences existing among the types of real estates. 
Similar price indexes basically use normal averages that ignore the changing elements of the transactions. To calculate the Duna House 
Flat Price Indexes we used a so called „hedonic method” where we take the structure of the real estate, its condition (on a 1-5 scale), 
and size, year of construction, floor and location parameters into consideration. The weighting of the consumer groups formed this 
way remains the same on the time scale.  To weight the nationwide indexes we use the regional rate of transaction numbers published 
by KSH.

DUNA HOUSE  
BAROMETER
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Flat index - Regional
Broken down according to regions we can see that while in the Eastern part of the country the panel flat index is stable around 83 
%-points in the last one year and a half, in the Western part the slight increasing of the first half of this year did not seem permanent 
and it dropped down to the respective deep point of 76 points. The brick indexes increased, and even more they had the best 
number, with 86%-points in the Eastern part of the country after the post-crisis drastic price decrease.

EASTERN HUNGARY PANEL INDEX                 EASTERN HUNGARY BRICK INDEX

WESTERN HUNGARY PANEL INDEX                             WESTERN HUNGARY BRICK INDEX

Budapest Flat index

Also in the capital city broke the panel price increasing of this year and the index dropped, it is true that with a number over the 
bottom of the previous year, 79%-points. The brick flats, in contrast of the increasing in the country, had a slight decreasing from 93 
to 91, with these numbers this kind of real estate is still the most stable of value in the whole country.

DH - BUDAPEST PANEL INDEX                  DH- BUDAPEST BRICK INDEX

DUNA HOUSE  
BAROMETER
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Compared the average prices of panel flats bought in the third quarter we can see important regional differences. While in South-
Transdanubia the average m2 price is 100 thousand HUF, in the Western part of the country the average price was 138 thousand 
HUF. Of course, Central Hungary, and within that Budapest is outstanding with a price of 159 thousand HUF/m2. In the Northern-
Buda districts of Budapest the average prices reached 237 thousand HUF. From the point of view of panel flats the cheapest region 
is South-Pest. The average price was 157 thousand HUF/m2 in this region.

In case of brick flats the nationwide lowest point can be found in Northern Hungary, where this kind of real estate is sold on 
average price of 119 thousand HUF/m2 in the third quarter. Except Central Hungary (with its average of 240 thousand HUF) the 
other regions of the country have a relatively homogeneous picture, the average square meter prices were around 170,000 HUF 
during this period. In Budapest, as the panel flats also the brick flats in the Northern-Buda region had the highest value. Here the 
price/m2 was 320 thousand HUF. The counter pole is the Southern Pest side, where the average was 216 thousand HUF, which is 
still highest then in any other region in the country.

PANEL FLATS DATA 3rd quarter 2012

BRICK FLATS DATA 2012 3rd  quarter

 Region  m2 price  unit price  time of 
sale (day) 

 Észak-Magyarország 106 000 6 074 000 123 

 Észak-Alföld 130 000 6 542 000 195 

 Dél-Alföld 127 000 6 580 000 91 

 Közép-Magyarország 159 000 8 177 000 113 

 Közép-Dunántúl 121 000 6 547 000 133 

 Nyugat-Dunántúl 138 000 6 887 000 97 

 Dél-Dunántúl 100 000 5 644 000 85 

 É-Buda 237 000 11 605 000 110 

 D-Buda 186 000 9 498 000 123 

 Belváros 162 000 7 820 000 109 

 É-Pest 187 000 9 446 000 70 

 D-Pest 157 000 8 190 000 111 

 Region  m2 price  unit price  time of 
sale (day) 

 Észak-Magyarország 119 000 6 758 000 170 

 Észak-Alföld 169 000 9 718 000 153 

 Dél-Alföld 172 000 9 427 000 146 

 Közép-Magyarország 240 000 14 021 000 188 

 Közép-Dunántúl 168 000 9 277 000 135 

 Nyugat-Dunántúl 170 000 10 334 000 107 

 Dél-Dunántúl 184 000 9 953 000 113 

 É-Buda 320 000 22 196 000 141 

 D-Buda 279 000 15 465 000 148 

 Belváros 246 000 12 801 000 138 

 É-Pest 258 000 13 320 000 143 

 D-Pest 216 000 11 621 000 203 

DUNA HOUSE  
BAROMETER
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FLAT PRICE DATA - September 2012

QUALITY PREFERENCE 3rd quarter

While in Northern Hungary the desire to renovation that means the rate from the total sales of flats subject of renewal dropped from 
11% to 4% since the beginning of the year, in Western Transdanubia for example this rate increased from 6% to 13%. In the other regions 
there was no significant change this year, the „good” or „very good” real estate continues to be sold better, in highest proportion in 
the Grand Plan regions.

Analyzing nearly every region and type in September the transactions 
were made at a higher square meter price than in August, when we 
could speak about the average over the previous month. 
As far as average unit price the brick flats of Buda had the highest 
sales price, after the 17.5 million HUF in August, 22.5 Million HUF in 
September, and a very high sales speed, as the average selling time 
was only 79 days. The panels are usually the fastest to be sold, in 
September it was not different, as new buyers could be found in 80 
days in Buda and 93 days in Pest.

Panel HU

september

unit price price/m2 
time of 

sale (day) fajlagos ár

East 6 876 000 126 000 126 6 118 000    

 West 5 867 000 118 000 108 6 532 000    

 Brick HU

september

East 9 143 000 162 000 161 8 369 000    

 West 9 402 000 159 000 97 9 234 000    

 Panel Bp 

september

 Buda 9 563 000 193 000 80 11 207 000    

 Pest 9 040 000 174 000 93 8 940 000    

Brick Bp 

september

 Buda 22 610 000 328 000 79 22 823 000    

 Pest 11 653 000 231 000 174 12 037 000    

DUNA HOUSE  
BAROMETER
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CUSTOMER INTEREST FOR THE DISTRICTS SEPTEMBER 2012

Method:
Our potential buyers mark districts (can be several ones!), that can be of their 
interest with our realtor at a personal meeting. We use these data to create 
the popularity map shown above. 

In September the interest for the 2nd district of the capital city was like it has never been seen before. This district has always been 
the most desired area, but it is the first time that it could be the first. It is followed by the usual 11 and 13 districts and also the 12 
district, which dropped very high in the popularity list just like the 2nd district.

ENERGY CLASSIFICATION 2012 1ST - 3RD QUARTERS

In case of panel flats the D and E and F classes represented the three-quarters of panel flats, especially the most important category 
was the class D. It is 40% of the total. The renovated flats with external insulation during the Panel Program have better classification.  
A minimum cases of these flats reach the class A, and 11 % has the outstanding class B, and 7% has the also excellent class C. 
Concerning the country houses the most common class is F (31%), while as far as brick flats so does the class G (25%), and in both 
categories we can clearly see an even decreasing number as we move towards the higher categories. While in the country the most 
common category is class F with 22%, in Budapest regarding the total of flats the class G stands out with 28%. This last data is primarily 
due to flats in medium condition, mainly in the city centre, around 45 m2 which category had many sales on the real estate market.

County 2012 aug. 2012 szept.

Budapest 01. ker. 9,7% 10,6%
Budapest 02. ker. 15,8% 18,3%
Budapest 03. ker. 9,8% 12,4%
Budapest 04. ker. 5,8% 4,5%
Budapest 05. ker. 13,7% 12,7%
Budapest 06. ker. 15,3% 15,3%
Budapest 07. ker. 14,7% 13,7%
Budapest 08. ker. 9,2% 8,9%
Budapest 09. ker. 12,4% 11,8%
Budapest 10. ker. 4,2% 3,5%
Budapest 11. ker. 18,8% 17,9%
Budapest 12. ker. 12,9% 16,4%
Budapest 13. ker. 17,7% 16,9%
Budapest 14. ker. 16,8% 15,2%
Budapest 15. ker. 4,6% 4,8%
Budapest 16. ker. 5,8% 5,4%
Budapest 17. ker. 6,0% 5,0%
Budapest 18. ker. 5,1% 4,4%
Budapest 19. ker. 4,8% 4,1%
Budapest 20. ker. 3,3% 2,5%
Budapest 21. ker. 2,7% 1,8%
Budapest 22. ker. 2,8% 3,7%
Budapest 23. ker. 0,9% 0,6%

DUNA HOUSE  
BAROMÉTER
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BARGAIN - 3rd quarter 2012  

Although in case of panel flats the small, less than 10% of price 
change between the price originally marked and the one finally 
realized is usual, in the third quarter of this year it exceeded 
this level in more regions (in the Northern Great Plan /Alföld/ 
and Central Transdanubia it was 13% for example). Always 
the sellers of country houses have to suffer the biggest full 
price change. In the third quarter the sellers of this category 
in Northern Hungary had to make the most compromises, 
after 13% of price decrease the buyers bargained 10 more 
percentage.

Panel  Change of  
target price  Bargain 

 Észak-Magyarország 3% 8%

 Észak-Alföld 5% 7%

 Dél-Alföld 3% 5%

 Közép-Magyarország 4% 6%

 Közép-Dunántúl 5% 7%

 Nyugat-Dunántúl 2% 4%

 Dél-Dunántúl 2% 6%

 É-Buda 4% 7%

 D-Buda 2% 6%

 Belváros 4% 5%

 É-Pest 3% 5%

 D-Pest 3% 7%

House  Change of  
target price  Bargain 

 Észak-Magyarország 13% 10%

 Észak-Alföld 5% 10%

 Dél-Alföld 14% 10%

 Közép-Magyarország 6% 8%

 Közép-Dunántúl 9% 12%

 Nyugat-Dunántúl 11% 10%

 Dél-Dunántúl 4% 13%

 Buda 8% 11%

 Pest 6% 9%

Total  Change of  
target price  Bargain 

 Észak-Magyarország 8% 9%

 Észak-Alföld 5% 8%

 Dél-Alföld 5% 6%

 Közép-Magyarország 5% 7%

 Közép-Dunántúl 7% 10%

 Nyugat-Dunántúl 3% 6%

 Dél-Dunántúl 3% 9%

 É-Buda 4% 6%

 D-Buda 5% 6%

 Belváros 4% 7%

 É-Pest 5% 5%

 D-Pest 4% 7%

DUNA HOUSE  
BAROMETER

Brick  Change of  
target price  Bargain 

 Észak-Magyarország 8% 10%

 Észak-Alföld 6% 7%

 Dél-Alföld 4% 5%

 Közép-Magyarország 6% 7%

 Közép-Dunántúl 5% 11%

 Nyugat-Dunántúl 1% 5%

 Dél-Dunántúl 3% 8%

 É-Buda 5% 6%

 D-Buda 5% 4%

 Belváros 4% 8%

 É-Pest 7% 5%

 D-Pest 5% 5%

The map shows the full price change: 

target price change + bargain
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Customer profile:  BUYERS IN SEPTEMBER

In September the third of buyers was in their 20s in the capital city, and they preferred to buy the cheaper and smaller studio 
apartment on price a bit over 6 million HUF. As a result, the rate of first flat buyers remains above average by 30%.

BUYERS AGE - Budapest              BUYERS STATUS - Budapest            REASON FOR BUYING - Budapest

In the country the 30yrs old buyers represented the largest group, with 43%. They spent 10,8 million HUF on average in their flats. 
The rate of buyers declared to be employees was outstanding, with 55%; followed by entrepreneurs in second place, only with 14%. 
The purchasing power of the two groups, however, is dramatically different, while the first group bought for 8.5 Million HUF; the 
entrepreneurs spent 10 million more.

BUYERS AGE - Country               BUYERS STATUS - Country            REASON FOR BUYING - Country 

AGE AVERAGE PRICE M2

-20 6 134 000   23 

20-30  11 634 000   50 

30-40  17 143 000   73 

40-50  13 143 000   55 

50-60  14 284 000   48 

60-  13 834 000   51 

AGE AVERAGE PRICE M2

-20   6 350 000   32 

20-30 10 721 000   61 

30-40 10 791 000   75 

40-50   8 704 000   57 

50-60 10 679 000   69 

60- 11 369 000   69 

STATUS AVERAGE PRICE M2

Pensioner 11 575 000 51 

Student 9 827 000 34 

Entrepreneur 16 280 000 53 

Senior leader 24 950 000 91 

Junior leader 16 343 000 65 

Employed 10 758 000 52 

STATUS AVERAGE PRICE M2

Senior leader   7 700 000   61 

Pensioner   9 108 000   48 

Student   7 807 000   57 

Junior leader   9 939 000   62 

Entrepreneur 18 664 000   96 

Employed   8 434 000   65 

REASON FOR BUYING AVERAGE PRICE M2

Divorce 6 650 000   36 

Generations moving in together 7 000 000   55 

Marriage 26 767 000   87 

Move into a smaller one 9 625 000   42 

Separations of generations 12 179 000   47 

Move into a bigger one 20 104 000   79 

Investment 14 532 000   62 

First time home buying 10 789 000   47 

REASON FOR BUYING AVERAGE PRICE M2

Generations moving in together 8 150 000   78 

Marriage 11 369 000   72 

 Separations of generations 6 336 000   50 

Divorce 10 243 000   71 

 Move into a smaller one 9 815 000   64 

 Investment 10 962 000   64 

Move into a bigger one 16 013 000   102 

 First time home buying 8 384 000   58 

DUNA HOUSE  
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Customer profile:  SELLERS IN SEPTEMBER

In Budapest the rate of sellers moving into a bigger flat continued to grow. One month ago they took the lead of the group with 
42%, now they came in first with 54%. Not only their rates increased, but also the average sales price, which was 12.7 million HUF 
in September, and it was 11,4 in August. 

SELLERS AGE - Budapest                 SELLERS STATUS - Budapest            REASON FOR SELLING - Budapest

Also in the country increased the number of sellers moving into a bigger flat. They sold their flats over 9 million HUF on average. 
In this category increased also the rate of sellers moving into smaller flat from 12 to 19%, they sold their flats 18 million HUF on 
average in August, while over 20 million HUF on average in September.

SELLERS AGE - Country                 SELLERS STATUS - Country           REASON FOR SELLING - Country 

AGE AVERAGE PRICE M2

20-30   17 278 000       70    

30-40   12 473 000       51    

40-50   12 475 000       60    

50-60   16 581 000       60    

60-   14 497 000       64    

AGE AVERAGE PRICE M2

20-30    7 803 000     49    

30-40  11 125 000     68    

40-50    9 669 000     62    

50-60  11 405 000     77    

60-  11 801 000     84    

STATUS AVERAGE PRICE M2

Student 49 000 000    209    

Junior leader 15 775 000    51    

Senior leader 22 925 000    76    

Pensioner 10 161 000    55    

Entrepreneur 14 873 000    58    

 Employed 11 668 000    51    

STATUS AVERAGE PRICE M2

 Senior leader  14 457 000     84    

Junior leader  11 078 000     75    

 Entrepreneur  13 662 000     70    

 Pensioner  10 956 000     83    

 Employed    8 382 000     57    

REASON FOR BUYING AVERAGE PRICE M2

 Generations moving in together 7 400 000    52    

 Divorce 7 760 000    38    

 Separations of generations 14 960 000    62    

 Move into a smaller one 22 756 000    98    

 Sale of an inherited real estate 10 780 000    53    

Move into a bigger one 12 745 000    53    

REASON FOR BUYING AVERAGE PRICE M2
Sale because of making

a pre-payment 9 225 000    66    

Separations of generations 6 775 000    51    

 Generations moving in together 6 560 000    47    

 Divorce 13 900 000    94    

 Move into a smaller one  20 086 000    133    

 Sale of an inherited real estate 6 921 000    56    

Move into a bigger one 9 191 000    58    
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TRANSACTION PARAMETERS - BUDAPEST

In Buda - considering the above data it is not surprising that the rate of buyers of 25-30 million HUF in the third quarter doubled 
compared to the first half of this year. It is true that they still make only 8% of the total transactions. In Pest, compared the same 
periods of time we can see that the sales of flats under 60 m2 decreased, and the sales of flats between 60-80 m2 increased from 
17 to 21%, and the sales of 80-100 m2 flats also increased a little bit. 

2012 3rd quarter of the year 
2012 2nd half of the year

m2 price  (thousand Ft) 

Apartm. price (million Ft) Apartm. price (million Ft)

m2 price  (thousand Ft) 

BUDA

Apartm. size (m2) Apartm. size (m2)

PEST
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TRANSACTION PARAMETERS - COUNTRY

In the country there was a regrouping in two categories of square meter price (while the category of 100-150 thousand HUF/
m2 is the most stable with 43%), in fact the price decreasing from the second strongest price category of the first half of this year, 
which is 150-200 thousand HUF presented in the cheapest category of 50-100 thousand HUF. In Pest County the 10-15 million 
HUF category which gave one third of the transactions in the first half of the year dropped to half, so in every other price category 

m2 price  (thousand Ft) 

Apartm. price (million Ft) Apartm. price (million Ft)

m2 price  (thousand Ft) 

NATIONAL (Without Central-Hungary)

Apartm. size (m2) Apartm. size (m2)

PEST COUNTY

DUNA HOUSE  
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2012 2nd half of the year
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PRIVACY POLICY

Statistics and estimates published in Duna House Barometer are the sole property of Duna House. Statistics and 
estimates of Duna House Barometer were only meant to provide information, Duna House does not accept any 
responsibility for their completeness and correctness.

Statistics information and estimates published in Duna House Barometer can be used for private use, anyone can use 
it for their own discretion freely with the following conditions:

Statistics and estimates published in Duna House Barometer cannot be changed, they can only be published in 
an unchanged format. 

Statistics and estimates published in Duna House Barometer can only be published with marking their source: 
„Source: Duna House Barometer” must be placed in the beginning or at the end of the text. The text sorrounding 
it must, if there is any, undoubtfully point at Duna House Barometer, as a source. 

Any different usage from the above conditions are considered unlawful, therefore punishable according to civil law.  
Duna House can demand the termination of unlawful activities and full compensation for damages caused. In case of 
breaking rules concerning links, Duna House has the right to immediately delete the link pointing at its web site and 
demand compensation for damages caused.

EXPECTED ISSUES

Date of issue    Topic

November 2012              October 2012 data 
 
December 2012              November 2012 data 
 
January 2013               2012 data 

Duna House Barometer is available on our web site www.dh.hu/barometer on the 8th of every month (if at the 
weekend, then on the next business day).

If you would like to regularly receive Duna House Real Estate Barometer or download our previous issues please visit 
our www.dh.hu site.




